Cytology of terminally differentiated Epulopiscium mother cells.
Epulopiscium sp. type B, a member of the Firmicutes, is a large (up to 300 microm), cigar-shaped bacterial symbiont of surgeonfish that propagates itself by forming multiple intracellular offspring. This unusual form of reproduction is an apparent modification of a developmental program used by some Firmicutes to produce an endospore. At the onset of offspring formation, the Epulopiscium cell divides at both poles. The polar cells are engulfed by the larger mother cell and grow within the mother cell. At the final stages of development, the Epulopiscium mother cell lyses. Here we describe changes in Epulopiscium cell structure, focusing on mother cell DNA replication and cell death. DNA replication was examined by labeling cells with the nucleotide analog bromodeoxyuridine. As expected, DNA replication occurs in the developing offspring. However, well after passage of genetic information from parent to offspring is complete, DNA within the mother cell continues to replicate. Using fluorescence microscopy, we found that near the end of the offspring growth cycle, mother cell DNA disintegrates. The mother cell membrane and wall deteriorate as well. DNA replication within this terminally differentiated cell indicates the importance of mother cell nucleoids in cell maintenance and the development of offspring. The synchronized timing of mother cell deterioration within a population suggests that the Epulopiscium mother cell undergoes a programmed cell death. The programmed death of the mother cell may allow for the timely release of resources accumulated in the mother cell to provide nutrients to populations of these intestinal microbes and their host.